DOWN BY THE OLD MILL STREAM  
Sung by John Denver from Rocky Mountain Holiday (1983)

G  
DOWN BY THE OLD (NOT THE NEW BUT THE OLD)  
A7     D7  
MILL STREAM (NOT THE RIVER BUT THE STREAM),  
B7  
WHERE I FIRST (NOT THE LAST BUT THE FIRST)  
D    G  
MET YOU. (NOT ME BUT YOU.)  
G  
WITH YOUR EYES (NOT YOUR EARS, BUT YOUR EYES)  
B7    C  
OF BLUE (NOT GREEN, BUT BLUE).  
D       C    G  
DRESSED IN GING- (NOT SILK BUT GING-) -HAM TOO. (NOT ONE BUT TWO.)  
G  
AND IT WAS THERE (NOT HERE, BUT THERE),  
A7     D7  
I KNEW (NOT OLD, BUT NEW)  
B  
THAT YOU LOVED (NOT HATE, BUT LOVED)  
B7 Em  
ME TOO. (NOT ONE BUT TWO.)  
C7  
YOU WERE SIXTEEN (NOT SEVENTEEN, BUT SIXTEEN)  
G       Em  
MY VILLAGE QUEEN! (NOT THE KING, BUT THE QUEEN).  
A7  
DOWN BY THE OLD (NOT THE NEW, BUT THE OLD),  
D7    G  
MILL STREAM (NOT THE RIVER, BUT THE STREAM).